Next week...
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Next week, the Tiger reports from Washington about the two-month-old Carter
White House, which is shown here. How does the Carter cabinet rate with
congressmen on Capitol Hill? What are the important issues being faced by South
Carolina's congressional delegation?
In a special report which is the result of a week of reporting and photography, the
Tiger looks at the personalities and issues that will be shaping the nation's future.
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Carter, congressmen wrangle over Russell Dam
By Steve Matthews
News Editor

WASHINGTON — The Richard B.
Russell Dam suffered another severe blow
last week when Rep. Butler Derrick, D.Edgefield, asked President Carter to halt
the project until it is reviewed by the new
administration.
The controversial dam and 18 other
water projects were deleted from Carter's
budget request until they could be
reviewed further.
Despite his support of the Carter review,
Derrick said the decision was made hastily
and with too little consultation with
Congress.
After the Carter announcement for
review, Derrick phoned White House
liaison officer Jim Free and "voiced my
displeasure."
Indeed,
Derrick,
the
"home
congressman" for the dam located on the
South Carolina-Georgia border at Trotter
Shoals, was not given the expected
courtesy of advance notice of the decision.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.-S.C, Sen.
Ernest Hollings, D.-S.C, and Sen. Herman
Talmadge, D.-Ga., were even more
critical of the White House's handling of
the matter.

TALMADGE

EDGEFIELD DEMOCRAT Rep. Butler Derrick received national attention last
week when we backed President Carter's review of 19 water projects, including the
Richard B. Russell Dam in his district. Previously, Derrick had supported the dam
located at Trotters Shoals.
Two .weeks ago, the Senate, led by
Majority Leader Robert Byrd, D.-W.Va.,
and Minority Leader Howard Baker, RTenn., reaffirmed money for the 19 water
projects.
Derrick said he would expect the House
to do the same.
"I think that on the federal level there is
no more sensitive a person than a
congressman as to what is going on back in
his district," Derrick said. Derrick's
district includes the Clemson area.
"A president or a staff member can not
possibly be expected to understand the
sensitivity and the needs of a district like a
congressman,"
the
second-term
representative said.
"For that reason, I think the Carter
administration should have had more
input. But it is my understanding that they
are going to seek additional input before
any final decision is made on most of these
projects."
In reversing his position on the dam,
Derrick received much national attention.
Derrick expects a final Carter decision
on Russell Dam "in the next 60 days." The
Carter administration is studying the
economic, environmental and energy
merits of the 19 projects.

"I would not be bound by Carter's
decision," Derrick noted.
Construction on the 26,000-acre
hydroelectric project is continuing despite
Derrick's request that Carter employ the
Budget Control and Impoundment Act to
suspend funds and halt construction for
Russell Dam.
"The opportunity to either prove or
disprove the worth of this project should
not be rejected by the Congress, and I
hereby pledge to you my full cooperation,"
Derrick told Carter in a letter dated March
17.
"The citizens of the Third Congressional
District of South Carolina do not wish a
project that is not sound, either environmentally or financially," the letter
continued.
However, Minority Leader Baker and
other Senate leaders were more cilical. "I
think the President acted precipitously,"
Baker told The Tiger.
"It took the Congress many years to
assess the merits and demerits of those
proposals, and I frankly doubt that the
White House—a new administration—can
do that in such a short time," he continued.
"I think the President was ill-advised
and probably ill-served to try to do that,"

he Republican leader said.
Georgia Sen. Talmadge, a Carter friend
from his home state, said he was angered
by the deletion of the 19 projects from the
Carter budget. "He should have consulted
with Congress," he said.
The announcement came as a surprise to
Talmadge. "I would have expected some
contact from the White House. I first read
about it in the paper."
"Now, it all depends on the legislative
process," the veteran senator commented.
"I'm sure Congress will appropriate the
funds."
Both South Carolina senators are
staunch supporters of Russell Dam and
oppose Carter's review of it.
Sen. Hollings was fiery in his criticism:
"Certainly, Carter's ignoring Congress.
He ignored the facts along with Congress.
"These projects have been in the
workings for as long as 17 years," the
moderate Democrat said. "They are well
conceived. The cost-benefit ratio has been
worked out as well as you possibly could.
"For Carter to just come into town and
yell, 'It's a no-good project,' is sheer
nonsense," Hollings commented. "There's
a tinge of arrogance there.
"When Carter says he's going to act
responsibly and prudently with the taxpayer's money, he's saying that the
Congress hasn't acted responsibly and
prudently."
Hollings praised Sen. John Stennis, D.Miss., who chairs the Public Works Subcommittee and who has held hearings on
the 19 projects. "He's studied closely the
justification. He's listened to both sides.
"To say that Stennis is not prudent or
responsible is sheer nonsense," Hollings
said. "He would look you over and cross
examine you about every dime."
Russell Dam is "sound," Hollings said.
"We've had hearing after hearing after
hearing before we made that determination."
Thurmond, often a political foe of
Hollings, was in agreement with him over
the 19 water projects. "All these projects
have been studied very carefully," the
veteran GOP senator said.
"I went to the White House last week to a
meeting, with Butler Derrick, and the
President talked then.
"He said he wanted to balance the
budget and he had to cut down," Thurmond recalled. "I told him that I admired
him for that and I would help him balance
the budget.
"He also said that projects that were
good 20 years ago may have changed,"
Thurmond continued. "1 told him that I
agreed with that, that I had formerly
continued to page 9

Professionals rate justices
By Thorn Taylor
Editor-in-Chief

Suggestion boxes available
Four student government suggestion boxes are now located at
various locations around campus to afford students an opportunity
to comment on the policies and practices of Clemson University.
The boxes are located in the library, the Loggia, Schilletter dining
hall, and Harcombe Commons. The suggestion boxes are provided
by the General Affairs committee of student government. All constructive suggestions will be reviewed and considered.

Continuing Education meets
Area adults attended the first class meetings of the 24th annual
session of the Clemson Area Continuing Education Center which
opened Tuesday, March 22.
More than 22,500 participants have attended the center's
previous 23 sessions.
Registration for the 57 classes offered this year will continue
throughout the six-week session. Mrs. John Bregger, director of the
center, says that some vacancies still exist for late enrollees,
although many people have already registered.
Persons wishing to register may contact the center office, 214
Godfrey Hall, Clemson University, or by calling 654-2139. Late
registration will also be accepted the evening of the second
meeting, March 29, at 6:30 in the lobby of the Plant and Animal
Science Building At Clemson.
The 1977 season will continue through April 26.

According to a national poll of 117 law, history,
and political science professors, John Marshall,
Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis D. Brandeis are
the three greate st Supreme Court justices ever to
sit on the court.
The survey was conducted by Horace Fleming
and Walton Owens of the Clemson political science
faculty.
Further results of the survey indicate that Earl
Warren, Hugo Black, Joseph Story, William O.
Douglas, Benjamin Cordozo and John M. Harlan
are also considered to be some of the greatest
justices of all time.
Of the current court, William J. Brennan, a 1956
Eisenhower appointee, received the highest rating.
Thurgood Marshall ranked second highest, followed
by Potter Stewart, Lewis F. Powell, Byron R.
White, and Harry Blackmun. Chief Justice Warren
Burger and William Rhenquist were listed at the
bottom. John Pail Stevens, the newest appointee,
was not included in the survey.
Fleming noted that many of the "great" justices
were forceful and courageous in their statements of
the law and in forging new legal frontiers. Many
also tended to be those justices who have made
more original contributions to the development of
American jurisprudence.
"Five of the top nine justices were frequent
dissenters whose views were vindicated by subsequent legal developments and changess of Court
views on major issues," said Fleming. These include such justices as Holmes, Brandeis, Douglas
and Black.
John Marshall, who is considered by many to be
an architect of the modern Supreme Court, was
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court at the time that
body first declared a federal law unconstitutional.

The court didn't take such action again for 50 years.
The Clemsdn survey differs in major aspects
from a 1972 survey published in Life magazine and
in the American Bar Association Journal, although
the 1972 survey also listed Marshall on top with
Brandeis and Holmes almost tied for the runnerup
position.
The 1972 poll asked only 65 experts to rate the
justices on . an A-through-E scale. Fleming's
survey went to 300 professors of law, history and
political science, 100 being randomly selected from
each field. They were asked to rate the 100 past and
present justices on an A-F grade scale, but to
eliminate those they did not feel qualified to rate.
The Clemson survey found that ideology is a
significant factor in ratings. For example, liberal
raters scored Warren, Black and Douglas
significantly higher than did conservative raters.
Conservative raters scored Justices Joseph Story
and Stephen Field significantly higher than dioN
liberal raters.
Fleming plans a continuation of the survey. "We
hope to find out what criteria these experts use to
assign ratings to the justices," he said. To do this,
he will question experts in an in-depth survey of
Justice William O. Douglas' performance on the
court. Later, in the final step, he will combine
results of the first two stages and will include
representative samplings of expert opinions on
many of the justices and their contributions while
on the court.
Fleming hopes ultimately to establish criteria
which will help to explain more objectively the
'.raits that make for greatness in judicial appointees
and to predict prospective Supreme Court appointees' chances for distinction as members of
America's highest court.

THE UNION SPOTLIGHT
3/25 Friday ELI, Amphitheater, 8:30, free
3/26 Saturday NCAA semifinals,
Edgar's big screen, 2 p.m.

SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
April foolishness with Darryl Rhoades
and the Hahavishnu Orchestra,

3/27 Sunday Free Flick:
"Paint Your Wagon," 8 p.m.

Friday, April 1, 9:00 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.

3/28 Monday NCAA finals, 8 p.m., Edgar's
3/31 Thursday Deadline for Student
Art Contest entries
4/1 Friday April foolishness with Darryl Rhoades
and the Hahavishnu
Orchestra, 9 p.m., Union Ballroom
(check Spotlight feature)

Get high with the boys
in a blanket concert —
wackier than Zappa
Admission: $10.50 (April fools)
it's realiy only 50e
plus a token which

Movies: Mon.-Wed. "Family Plot," 6:50 & 9 p.m.

can be picked up at
Thurs.-Sat. "Bad News Bears," 7 & 9 p.m.
YTN "Cocaine Fiends" on the loggia.

Edgar's, the Union
Nite Club.
The Tiger
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Student senate approves next year's budget
ByNatPadget
Associate Editor
Budgetary appropriations for the 1977-78
school year were presented by the finance
committee to the student senate for approval last Monday night. One hundred
two student organizations sought funds
totaling over $200,000.
According to finance committee chairman Rick Rountree, the amounts requested by student organizations had to be
cut to get below the budget of $120,000. "We
had to cut out things like weekend meals
for trips and miscellaneous items," Rountree told the senate.

The proposed budget'did not get approval without some debate, however.
Five amendments to the budget were proposed, but only one passed.
The amendment that the senate approved concerned raising the allocation allotted for the Clemson Players from $5,623 to
the same amount the group received last
year, $6,555. Senators cited the good performances of the Players and a need for
more culture at the University as reasons
for the increase.
Members of the Clemson Football Club
and the Sailing Club were on hand to speak
in favor of raising their clubs' allocations.
The football club members stated that

Debate team wins meet
The Clemson Debaters captured third
place in the overall sweepstakes competition and first in the Individual Events at
the Lenoir Rhyne tournament March 4-6.
M. P. Shuler took first place in the oral
interpretation. Also in this event, Jane
Senn took second place and Susan Cockrell
fourth. In after dinner speaking, Terry
Jowers placed second.
Buddy Goodall said about the event,
"This reinforces our belief that we are one
of the best Individual Event schools in
S.C."
The Debate Team placed fifth in a tournament at the Citadel Feb. 25 and 26. The
team of Frank DeHaven and Brian Melton
had a 4 won-2 loss record in the tournament. They lost a 2-1 decision to Bob Jones
University.

Clemson placed fourth overall in the Individual Events sweepstakes at the
Plainsman Forensics Tournament, which
was held at Auburn University.
Cockrell took second place in radio, and
also in poetry interpretation. In duo interpretation, the team of Senn and Shuler
took fourth place.
William Nicholas took fifth place in
prose interpretation, and Terry Jowers
received fourth in after dinner speaking.
The debate team of DeHaven and Melton
were 2 won 4 lost and did not qualify.
This weekend, ten students (the full
team) are in competition at Morehouse
Spelman in Atlanta.

LEE AND MAVERICK BLUE JEANS
Also, Painters' Pants and
Overalls. Straw Hats, too.

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
Downtown Clemson

DALE'S

SERVICE STATION

Specializing
In Tune-Ups

Gulf tires, batteries,
and accessories
Snapa electronic
tune-ups.

5% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PARTS
WITH STUDENT
ID CARD
ROAD SERVICE

Students Welcome!

Complete Automotive Service auto air conditioning — auto tune-ups
— brake service muffler & tailpipe work springs & bearing work
auto electric service and repair starter — regulators — generators
Snaps electronic tune-ups

they needed an increase in their funding
for newer and safer equipment. It was
pointed out that the football club
represented the University by playing

$1620 was defeated by the senate, as was
an amendment to decrease the money
allotted to the Model United Nations from
$2219 to $2,000.

other schools' football clubs. A representative of the sailing club explained that the
club was one of national caliber and that to
compete with other clubs on that level they
would need more funds.

Almost three hours after it had begun,
the senate passed the amended budget.
The budget must now be approved by the
administration. After the budget was ap-

Amendments to raise the allocations of
these clubs were proposed but defeated.
An amendment to raise the allocation for
the Hotline telephone service from $1177 to

proved, a motion to adjourn was made
before either old or new business could be
dealt with. The motion was carried and all
business for the senate was postponed until
next week.

The Army offers college sophomores the
opportunity to earn an officer's commission in two
years. The deadline for this year's class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
weeks' summer camp, for which you'll be paid
approximately $500. And that's not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you've
ever been in.
Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
bad* to college with a full two-year scholarship.

Last Call
foral9yearold
Clemson

Sophomore
to become a
21 year old
Army Officer.

For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
Army ROTC
TVolear Program.

Learn what it takes
to lead.

654-4142
123 By-Pass (next to Holiday Inn)
AUTHORIZED INSPECTION STATION
March 25,1977

CAPT. BROWN

Gall:
656-3107/3108
^e Three
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Damn the dam
"Till rivers cease to run" was, until recently, an expression of eternity. No longer is that true. In the near
future, if the Army Corps of Engineers has its way,
the last remaining stretch of the Upper Savannah
River may be stilled. The wonderful project they envision is commonly known as the Richard B. Russell
Dam.
The project was included as one of the 19 water projects to be reviewed by the new Carter administration
in a surprise announcement last week. However, construction currently underway will continue during the
review.
The project has been veiled in controversy since its
very inception. Originally opposed to it, former
Representative W.J. Bryan Dorn (then representing
the Third Congressional District) made an agreement
with the Rural Electrification Administration to support the Russell Dam in return for their support of his
pet project — the proposed Keowee-Toxaway Nuclear
Power Plant.
Needless to say, we were blessed with the latter
which has, to say the least, been wrapped up in some
controversies of its own of late.
Presently, the fate of the dam is in the hands of
President Carter and Congress. Regionally, Governor
James Edwards has made public his opposition to the
dam, along with Rep. Butler Derrick (D.-Edgefield),
who was a vocal supporter of Carter's review of the
dam. Challenges have also come from the South
Carolina State Development Board, Department of
Health and Environmental Control, Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department, and the State Commission of Forestry.
An examination of the project reveals inconsistencies, inadequacies, understatements of impact, and
exaggerations of benefits. Various estimates of costs
are quoted, growing from $79 million in 1966 to $231
million presently. Estimates of the total savings to
consumers on electricity prices are in the range of 44
cents per person per year. Other perported
"benefits" of the project include a useless duplication
of flatwater resources for recreational purposes.
Surely, the benefits of the river such as fishing, hunting, hiking, canoeing and nature study are of more
value than a duplication of lakes Hartwell, Clark Hill
and Keowee.
The fallacies quoted by the Corps are only a small
part of the problem with the Russell Dam. Far more
serious are the environmental and social damages the
project would perpetrate. Most of these are flagrantly
disregarded or grossly understated by the Corps.
("While the 26,650 acres flooded would no longer produce wildlife, timber or crops, the adverse impact. . .would be inconsequential.")
The anticipation of state and federal water quality
violations is one of the most controversial aspects of
the project. The Corps has consistently violated these
statutes through low oxygen turnout at both the Hartwell and Clark Hill dams. Another dam between the
two could only compound this trouble.
Even though federal funds have been appropriated,
the dam can and must be stopped. Last year alone,
seven major dam projects were halted in this country
by strong citizen effort. These victories over destructive projects represent public sentiment forcing the
withdrawal of political support. That has already happened with the Russell project; Rep. Butler Derrick
should be commended for having the courage to
reverse his stand on the proposal. But his opposition is
not enough. It is up to each person to voice his opinion
on this controversial proposal.
No longer does the philosophy of men bent of changing the land for immediate gain prevail among the
people; it should not among the politicians.
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Don't fight
I sympathize with John Kelly
over the alleged theft of his
money. To be candid, there is
very little to give credence to his
story from his own account.
However, assuming the veracity
of his account, that is no reason
why he should have allowed his
feelings to run amuck and cloud
his objectivity by giving free rein
to his poisonous pen. I find the
language and tone of his letter
provocative and highly insultive
to the general student body.
There are deviants in any
society and Clemson is no exception, but then, since he is here by
design rather than by accident, it
follows that he must have heard a
more excellent account of Clemson.
If what he has heard contradicts what he has seen here, he
has the option of either staying
and liking and improving it (borrow a leaf from Christian
LeBlanc — The Tiger, Vol. 70, No.
21, p. 4) or of hightailing it back to
UNC or wherever he came from.
Thanks.
Emmanuel A. Adekunle

Maybe John wrote tne letter
without waiting to cool down a little and ending up saying a few
things he didn't mean. If so, I
hope he will forgive me for this
letter.
As for beating the hell out of the
thief, I wish John would call me if
he catches him. I want to get at
least one punch in.
Gary Leslie Ulmer

THE TIGER welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type letters, triple-spaced
on a 65-space line.
All letters, 200 words or
shorter, will be published after
unquestionably routine editing
(for grammatical and spelling
errors), except in those cases in
which a letter is libelous or
blatantly obscene.

the
tiger
"Equal rights for all, special privileges for none."
—Thomas Jefferson

Calm down
In the March 4, 1977, Tiger,
John Kelly seemed upset about
losing thirty dollars to a thief at
Fike Field House. But he went
way overboard when he said that
"the personal honesty of the
students here is deplorable." He
has cut down one tree because of
one broken twig by condemning
the student body for the action of
one student, if it was a student. I
can understand John's being
angry at the thief, but by insulting the entire student body,
he has placed himself on about
the same level as the thief.
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viewpoint
Time for the E.R.A.
Although ERA is a controversial issue many, do not
agree with, it is an issue that
people on the Clemson campus
and the surrounding area are
generally ignorant about.
There is a grave misconception
that if and when the Equal Rights
Amendment is ratified, all
women will end up in the same
bathrooms as men. As it stands
now, don't most families share
the same bathrooms within one
house? This seems to be quite a
petty aspect of the entire issue
when one considers that there are
women in the U.S. who are
working just as hard as men,
even next to men with the same
jobs, but who are getting lower
salaries than men. Why should a
male sales clerk receive more
pay than his female counterpart?
Shouldn't the increased pay-hike
difference come from performance and not freom the fact
that one is born a woman?
Along these same lines, the
Roman Catholic Church points
out that the Bible states that

Christ was neither male nor
female: "For you are all one in
Jesus Christ."
Another sore spot among those
who oppose ERA is the draft
question. Apparently, these
people have not read their
Constitution carefully. At the
present time, Congress has the
power to draft women, and the
Equal Rights Amendment hasn't
even been ratified yet. These
people have visions of pregnant
women lining the combat zone
shooting at the enemy with giant
guns. The fact is that only one per
cent actually make it to the
combat zone because those who
want to fight must pass a
rigorous test before being
assigned a rifle. There is no doubt
that pregnant women would not
pass the first part of this test.
One point that has been added
to the list of good things that the
amendment would insure is the
question of Social Security
benefits.

As it stands now, if a retired
couple where both the husband
and the wife had good jobs, the
wife can collect Social Security
from her husband's salary while
he is alive and after he is dead,
but the man, if his wife is alive or
dead cannot collect any type of
Social Security benefits from his
wife. This seems absurd and an
antiquated aspect of our
government that drastically
needs changing.
Another aspect that is a
definite benefit to men is the
question of women's power
rights. Under the new ERA,
women will not be able to control
the selling of a house as
previously stated.
The time is now for everyone —
both men and women — to realize
that this amendment is a
necessary part for our equality
among Americans. So many
people in national positions have
already stated that they think
this proposed amendment is a
good idea and one that should be
ratified before 1979. Isn't it time
to create the equality that is the
whole basis for a democracy?

LAKEVIEW

AGDAY
Sponsored by Agrioultural Counsel
of Clemson University
Saturday March 26 9 a.m. Z p.m.
DISPLAYS BY VARIOUS CLUBS

. THE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
* See chicks hatch
* Bring your sick plants to our plant clinic
* See agriculture presented Past, Presnet, & Future
* Go on a tour of the new dairy facilities
* See exhibits of livestock & carcusses
* Find out about Agricultural product marketing
* See insect displays
* Find out how you can get to be a Vo.Ag. te- cher
All this and more in the area surroundh < the Plant and Animal
Science Building This Saturday.

PLEASE
COME!
March 25,1977

"The legislature is just trying to protect y'all!

^teafei|w4e
123 By-Pats Seneca

Special
Mon. and Wed.
7 oz. Ribeye Steak or
7 oz. Prime Rib
for only $3.95
includes soup of the day,
salad, and choice of
baked potato or vegetable.
Dinner 4:30-11:00 p.m.
Lunch Wed.-Fri. 11:30-2:00
Page Rw

Montgomery cites debate team improvements
Debate is one activity of the Forensic
Union. The debaters travel mainly on the
Southern Regional circuit. They attend
tournaments from October thru April.

ByTishaBarnhill
Asst. News Editor
"We've won over 40 major awards this
year," said Chuck Montgomery, Clemson
Debate Team coach and director of the
Forensic Union, about this year's debate
team and individual events students.

"Our main activity is inter-collegiate
debate," Montgomery said. "We have a
traveling team of four debaters — Frank
DeHaven, Brian Melton, Cindy Hall and
Nancy McMillan."

"The team has enjoyed a good bit of success this year, probably the best combined
results in Clemson's history and certainly
since the Forensic Union was formed in
1971." he said.

DeHaven said about his experiences as a
debater: "The organizational aspect is the
biggest part for me."

According to Montgomery, the goal of
the Clemson Forensic Union is two-fold: to
serve the Clemson public and to compete
and represent the University as a team in
academic competition.

"You have to organize yourself according to your opponents," Hall said.
McMillan, the only freshmen on the
team, said, "I like it. It's a lot of work, but
it is worth it in the long run."

"We try to put together the best people
we have," Montgomery said of the competitive teams.

"The team has enjoyed a good bit
of success this year, probably the
best combined results in Clemson's history..."
—Chuck Montgomery
Debate Coach

As a service to the students, the Forensic
Union provides students on campus a
chance to see debates. The group also
sponsors a night of readings by the Individual Events people.
The Intramural Program gives students
a chance to debate with no work at all. The
research has already been prepared for
the students to use. According to Montgomery, many of the local businesses
donate prizes.
Montgomery estimated that about 2,600
people will hear the Clemson Forensic
Union at an on-campus function.

Another aspect of the Forensic Union is
Individual Events. These students compete mostly on the Atlantic circuit, attending tournaments at schools from Florida
to Connecticut.
There are two forms of debate. Off-topic
(platform) debate, according to William
Ellenberg, is more oratorical and
rhetorical. He also feels that it has more
humor and is more audience-centered.

"Our main goal is to build a base
of experienced debaters and to
preserve those positive aspects of
debate and rhetoric..."
—Chuck Montgomery
Debate Coach

The intercollegiate events in this
category are oral interpretations of
literature; persuasion; extemporaneous,
after-dinner and inpromptu speaking;
reader's theatre; drama interpretation;
and broadcasting. The person competes as
an individual in this activity.

He said that the Clemson Forensic Union
offers a wide range of forensic activities
for students on every level of competence.
During the academic year, teams and individuals will travel to approximately 18
college debate and forensic tournaments.

Senn said, "The experience in public
competition has given me the drive to do
things I otherwise would not have done. It
also made me appreciate literature more,
especially poetry."
H. Lloyd Goodall is the Individual
Events coach. He is also the Assistant
director of Forensics.
Each year, the Clemson Forensic Union
enters the National Discussion Contest for
Public Discussion. Since 1972, Clemson has
placed in the top three teams in the nation,
and in 1973, 1975, and 1976, they won the
contest. Barbara Montgomery is the
discussion coach.
The purpose of the Calhoun Forensic
Society is to sponsor on-campus forensic
activities. Some of these activities include
the Trustees Medal Contest, the International Debates, and Speech Night.
This society is the survivor of the oldest
student organization on the Clemson campus, the Calhoun Literary Society, which
was founded in 1894.
The DSR-TKA (Delta Sigma Rho-Tau
Kappa Alpha) is the national forensic
honorary. The oldest national honorary of
its kind, DSR-TKA sponsors a national
conference each year.
To become a member of DSR-TKA, a
person must have two years of competition
and also be in the upper-third of his class.
Montgomery said that there are six
members in DSR-TKA now. This number
does not include the new initiates.
Mike Baxley, Stone Workman, and Steve
Wright are in Salt Lake City, Utah, for the
National Student Congress," Montgomery
said. "We are the defending champions
from last year." According to Montgomery, he had no returning debators this

Twenty-five people are in the Union
itself. These people receive one hour's
credit for their work. This group consists
of the research team people, debaters, individual events, discussion teams, and student congress.
Montgomery hopes, in the future, to get
a continued source of income for debating
scholarships. He also wants to return the
literary society and the Forensic Union to
the status it had.
Karen Edwards, a graduate student, is
working on a history of all the literary
societies at Clemson and a history of the
Trustees Medal. As part of this project,
Edwards is interviewing old members of
the societies and receivers of the medal.
"We are in the process of recruiting at
the high school and junior college level.
Our main goal is to build a base of e!*l
perienced debaters and to preserve those
positive aspects of debate and rhetoric
that are being lost by the mass media,"
Montgomery said.
He added that the Forensic Society has
room for any properly motivated student.
The International Debaters from the
University of Edinburgh will be in Clemson for a contest April 5. This contest will
take place in Lee Gallery.
The English Department, according to
Montgomery, has really supported the
Forensic Union. They have provided the
space for the debate room, and some
secretarial help.

VPar

"It was really hard to recruit people. A
lot of people want to come out, but they
don't realize the time and skill it takes.
Melton and DeHaven are a winning team. I
am happy with the success we've had.''

The department also teaches argumentation and debate courses, and gives credit
to those who take part in debate. Montgomery said that Dean Morris Cox of
Liberal Arts supports the team very well.

-Eat with us and beat inflation
TACOS (Tah-kohs) — The taco is a big favorite with our customers. It's a crisp fried
tortilla filled with delicious taco meat, garnished, with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
and topped with your choice of sauce

"M.P. Shuler, William Nicholas, Allen
Wind, Jane Senn, Susan Cockrell and
Terry Jowers have all qualified for the nationals in the Individual Events," Montgomery said.

TACOBURGER — The tacoburger is a South-of-the-Border version of the American hamburger. Youngsters love it! The tacoburger is served on a bun filled with taco
meat, garnished with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and topped with your choice of
sauce
BURRITOS (Burr -tohs) — The burrito is a soft flour tortilla covered with a thin layer
of beans, taco meat, g mished with cheddar cheese, sauce, and rolled
SANCHO — The r-.-ncho is a soft flour tortilla covered with meat, garnished with
cheddar cheese, lettuce slices of tomato, your choice of sauce: and rolled and heated.

DEVELOPING
CONTACTING
CUSTOM ENLARGEMENT
2 DAY SERVICE
B & W ONLY
IN
OUT
IN
OUT

Monday By 12:00

2 DAY SERVICE
35 & 120 ONLY
Oev. ft Contact 4.80

Wednetday-12:00

8 X 10 Print 3.75

Wednesday By 12:00

11 X 14 Print 7.50

Friday-12:00

16 X 20 Print 1150

ENCHILADAS (Er,-chie-lah-dahs) — The enchilada is a rolled untried corn tortilla
filled with taco meat, garnished with cheddar cheese and enchilada sauce. It is steamed
and served in a tray
TOSTADAS (Tohs-tah-dohs) — The tostada is a crisp fried corn tortilla covered with
beans: garnished with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and topped with your choice of
sauce
SALAD — Fresh crisp lettuce topped with cheddar cheese and a slice of tomato. Your
choice of dressing. French. Italian or Romano
TAMALES (Tah-mah-lays) —■ The tamale is filled with savory meat and rolled in a
cornmeal casing. Steamed and served hot
■
TAMALE PIE — A tamale pie is a tamale covered with our delicious Taco Tico chili. It
is served on a tray
TACO DINNER PLATE — Includes our delicious taco. an order of refried beans
topped with cheddar cheese, a tamale pie or enchilada, and cocktail tortillas
CRUSTOS — Crispy fried flour tortillas covered with cinnamon and sugar — a great
dessert treat, (bag)
EMPANADA (Apple Annie) — Soft flour tortilla filled with delicious apple filling, deep
fried and then covered with a tasty coating of cinnamon and sugar
TORTILLA CHIPS — Salted /;risp fried tortilla chips — great for snacks and dip
(bag)

♦♦♦♦
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Model United Nation team takes honors
By Tisha Barnhiil
Assistant News Editor

A Clemson University student
delegation representing Japan at the
Harvard Model United Nations was named
one of the top five overall groups at the
annual event.
According to Edwin M. Coulter,
associate professor of political science,
several individuals also received special
recognition for their work on various mock
United Nations committees. Singled out
were Elaine Huff and Melissa Jamieson,
special political committee; Stanley
Nicholas, environmental committee; and
Cindy Hall and Evelyn Anderson, political
committee.
Coulter said that Clemson sent a
delegation of 10 people to the National
Model United Nations at Harvard, the
oldest simulation of society in the country.
"We were one of five schools to be accorded the status of top delegation,"
Coulter said. He went on to say that no
distinction was made between the top five,
so he did not know how they rated within
that group.

"There were 30 individual delegate
awards and we won five of those," he said.
Coulter felt that the reasons they won
were three-fold. He felt they were considered superior at representing their
country (Japan), and showing ability in
debate. They also were effective in
caucusing or creating blocks of support for
the issues.
"We performed best on the political and
the security committees," Coulter said.
About
the
delegation's
accomplishments, he said, "We gained a
great deal of recognition for Clemson. I am
especially pleased that people other than
political science majors were involved."
Around 48 different colleges and
universities participated in this four-day
program. According to Coulter, some
schools had more than one delegation. In
all, there were about 90 delegations.
Other Clemson delegates attending were
Cindy Berly, Stone Workman, Waring
Howe, Jane Warren, and Charles Gandy.
This weekend, Susan Anderson, Celeste
Rasch, and Melissa Jamieson are
representing Clemson at the AC Model

Security Council at Eastern Carolina
University. These people will be
representing China, Libya, and Great
Britain in three different security councils.
Coulter said that next year, if they can
get the funds, they hope to go to New York
to the National Model United Nations at
the UN building.
"I feel that this is a better conference
because the UN does it itself," he said.
Other active members of the group are
Mike Mike Baxley, Jim Wright, Jim
Gilchristm and Bill Gray. Coulter said that
the group has about 16 active members. He
feels that 20 is a good number for the
Model UN.
"We are a little understrengthed," he
said.
The purposes of the Model United
Nations are to learn about another countrj
and international relations, to develop a
feel for international compohency and an
insight into what the UN is like, and to get
experience in debate and parliamentary
movement.

"We've learned a great deal these past
four years—that's why we've done so
well," Coulter said.

Joans $7.96 Gouehos $5.95
Blouses $2.50
3-piooo suits
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- $7.95
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New Tiger staff elected
By Tisha Barnhiil
Asst. News Editor
Tiger elections for new staff positions
were held Sunday, March 6, Thorn Taylor
became the new Editor-in-Chief. He is a
junior, majoring in political science.
Sieve Matthews, a sophomore, was reelected News Editor. Matthews works
par!-time at The Greenville News, and has
been with the staff for two years.
Nat Padgel is the Associate Editor.
Padge'. has been with the staff for one
year, and has worked with sports and
news. Bryan Golson, a junior, is the
Managing Editor. He has had this position
for 1% semesters.
Barbara Pinder, a sophomore, was reelected Features Editor. She has been with
'.he staff iwo years.

Something new
the complete \
evening meal!
Everyone knows Sourdough's for^
delicious sandwiches and luncheon specials.
And now, you can go to Sourdough's in the evenings
for a complete meal! We have a variety of meat;
vegetable dinners — Roast Beef & Wild Rice,
Chicken a la King, Beef Stroganoff, // //
and Lasagna — that provide a delightful change'of pace.
Service is great, and prices start
/ //
as low as $1.95. So bring the whole gang! Qy

For the second year, Chick Jacobs will
be the Sports Editor. He is a junior,
majoring in political science. Tisha
Barnhiil is the Assistant News Editor.

The Photo Editor will be Fred Toulmin,
a civil engineering major, from Dallas,
Texas. He has been a photographer for
eight years. Lynn Varn, the new Business
Manager, is a sophomore.
Ad Manager will be Bob Carlson, who is
a financial management major. Carlson
has been Assistant Ad Manager for two
years. Bruce Johnson, a freshman, will be
Office Manager. Johnson is also on the
photoeranhv staff.
Frank Stieglitz will again be Circulation
Manager. He is a junior, majoring in
electrical engineering. Copy Editor is
Harry Bayne, a junior. He is an English
major and was on !he staff for two years.

Dr. Louis L. Henry is the faculty advisor
for the Tiger. He is a Clemson Alumnus
and was co-editor of the Tiger. Henry did
his graduate work at Florida State and
succeeded Dr. John Lane as advisor in
1961.
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University Square — 302 Seneca Rd., Clemson, S. C.
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Inside looking out

The crisis is your fault
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the
first in a series of weekly columns called
INSIDE LOOKING OUT. This column is
designed to give the reader food for
thought on a variety of topics. INSIDE
LOOKING OUT is written from an
editorial perspective and should be received as such. Comments from readers on the
column are welcome.
By Nat Padget
Associate Editor
Spring has sprung! There is no doubt
about it. Just look at the new buds on the
trees, the birds that are chirping
everywhere, the thermometers that read
70 degrees (that is, 21 Celsius), and the
girls in their bikinis and you will be sure of
it.
Yes, spring is here and it is great. So
great, in fact, that it is easy for us to forget
one of the harshest winters in history that
just (hopefully) expired and the most
critical fuel shortage ever.

Yes, spring is here
and it is great.

With the exception of a scattering of ski
resorts, the winter of '76-'77 was a terrible
burden on our economy. Thousands were
put out of work and fuel bills soared.
School children stayed home for weeks and
many stores were forced to close. All of
'.his because of something called natural
gas, or the lack of it.
Why is there a lack of natural gas? I am
glad you asked. Many think it is because
!he earth has run dry of the gaseous
substance. Wrong, wrong, wrong. Some

think gas is short because the oil companies like to bring a nation to its knees.
Wrong, wrong, wrong. The person
responsible for the natural gas shortage
can be found in your mirror. That is right,
it is vou (and I).

If you find this hard to believe, do not
worry, because you are in the majority.
Picture this — you are standing face to
face with a natural gas supplier. You stand
there with your arms crossed and smugly
tell him that vou will not sDend more than
one dollar for an amount of gas. He then
tells you (his arms crossed) that he will
sell you some gas at that price, but only
what is easily available. This has been the
case during the last few years and
everything has been just fine.

But this year it got cold — really cold —
and you (and I) turned up the thermostats
and used a lot of gas. You (and I) used up
all the readily available gas and wanted
more. The natural gas supplier said he
would be glad to sell us more gas, but at a
higher price to cover the cost of the less
readily available gas. You said no, and
that was the end of your gas.
The point is that we have used up ready
supplies of fuel and now we must pay more
to get other fuel. The fuel producers and
suppliers cannot and will not work harder
to get the scarcer fuel unless they are
compensated.
Now I know that it is spring and that you
have more fun things to do than worry
about a fuel crisis when you are getting a
tan. But the problem is present now and it
will not go away if you ignore it. There is
only one way to solve any shortage and
that is to raise prices. This will increase
the supply of fuel and, to some extent,
decrease the demand. This way you will
have plenty of gas, but will have to pay
more to stay warm. Yes, I know it is 70
outside and you are not running the heater,
but—oh, never mind.

French dept.
offers Quiche
By Barbara Pinder
Features Editor
This semester, the French department
at Clemson has made learning conversational French a little bit more fun and interesting.
Under the superb instruction of Dr.
Regis Robe of the French Department,
French 305 and 306 have been combined into one big happy class.
Among the interesting and enjoyable
things that the class has done this
semester is to have a succulent French
dinner on campus. Attended and funded by
the French club, the dinner was considered to be a great success.
Held the Thursday night before Spring
Break, all the students of 305 and 306
helped to coordinate the event.
The menu consisted of such succulent
delights as Quiche Lorraine and Coq au vin
prepared by the students. Mousse au
chocolat, cheeses and a green salad were
also among the dishes offered.
Before the official dinner got underway,
the students spent much of the day in
preparation of the big event. Silverware
had to be purchased for a mere $35 from
Harcombe.
Not only did the students cook and
prepare for the dinner, they also spoke
French while shopping for the groceries.
Additionally, French was spoken while
cooking the dinner and while cleaning up
after.
According to Robe, "The classes of 305
and 306 were trying to apply the learning of
the French language to a real live situation
such as this delicious dinner."
continued to page 13

Coulter comments on equal
rights for women
By Tisha Barnhill
Asst. News Editor
Dr. Edwin M. Coulter, Associate professor
of Political Science,
"No, I don't think the ERA will pass in
South Carolina," said Dr. Edwin Coulter,
associate professor of political science.
"It's been up three times and hasn't passed yet."
Coulter feels that it might pass in the
Senate, but not in the House.
He feels that in South Carolina, Phyllis
Schlaffley has been the single most successful of the people interested in the ERA.
She has been one of the most important
agents against the ERA, and is the
organizer of the Stop ERA Committee.
When asked if he thought Strom Thurmond has played a role in influencing the
DeoDle of South Carolina, Coulter replied
he did not think so.
Nationally, Coulter said that three states
had passed the ERA and then rescinded
their passage. If these states are forced to
go ahead with the passage of the ERA,
three more states will still have to pass it
before the ERA becomes a national
amendment to the constitution.
Coulter said, "This is the fifth year of
trying; one seldom gets legislature passed
after five years." Coulter feels that
because of the time that has passed, and
because the states which have not passed
it are conservative, the outlook is doubtful.

On the other hand, he said that since 35
states have ratified it, and only three more
are needed, a sudden victory such as in
Florida could change this outlook. This
victory could push two more states to
ratify it.
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Stearns retires
CLEMSON, S.C. — Edwin I. Stearns will
retire July 1 after five years as head of the
department of textiles at Clemson
University.
Stearns, a research scientist who
pioneered the use of computers in color
matching, joined the Clemson faculty after
a 39-year career with American Cyanamid
Co.
His retirement was announced by
Wallace D. Trevillian, dean of Clemson's
College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science.
Stearns served as national president of
the American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorisls after having
received the association's highest
scientific award. The Inter-Society Color
Council gave him the Godlove Award for
contributions to use of color in art, science
and industry.
He holds 20 patents and has written a
book, "The Practice of Absorption
Spectrophotometry," and 80 scientific
papers.
He earned his Ph. D. degree in physical
chemistry from Rutgers University in
1945.
Stearns plans to continue living in
Clemson and to remain active as a consultant.

WSBF CLEMSON BASEBALL SCHEDULE
DATE
March 24
March 28
March 29
April 2
April 3
April 6
April 9
April 10
April 12
April 21
-24

EXAM HELP "■* is

"I'would say that it probably won't pass,
he said.
He feels, though, that the publicity and
the 35 states which have ratified it have
produced a certain sensitivity. Coulter
feels that as a result of this sensitivity,
such things as the rights of women to borrow money, and of the men to collect the
Social Security of his wife may be passed.
"Because the effort was made, some of
these things might pass. You might get the
results of the ERA without the ERA,"
Coulter said.

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Thurs.-Sun.

Toledo
2.50
South Carolina
2:50
2:50
South Carolina
N.C. State
1:50
N.C. State
1:50
Georgia
2:50
1:50
North Carolina
1:50
North Carolina
South Carolina
7:20 PM
ACC Tournament (At site of regular
season champion)
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Oil problems defeat bugs

continued from page 1

opposed the Russell Dam project."
Thurmond said he changed his mind
because of energy and economic considerations.
"I told '.he President further—and I
think this is an important point—that it is
much better to give people employment in
something worthwhile than just to make
work," Thurmond added.
"When you build a dam, we are doing
something for generations to come,"
Thurmond said "We are al the same time
providing employment for people that is
worthwhile."
In a letter to Congress one day before
Derrick's announcement, Carter said: "In
the future, when '.he time constraints are

1. I.. I

no', as severe as those I faced in preparing
revisions to the fiscal year 1978 budget,
any project to be recommended for
deletion will be discussed with the
members of Congress in whose areas those
projects are located.
"You may be assured that my decision
was not arbitrary and that no arbitray
decisions will be made in the future,"
Carter continued in his three-page letter
sen', to all senators and representatives.
"In cooperation with Congress I want to
insure thai our future water resource
policies meet the real needs of this
nation," Carter wrote.

The Army offers college sophomores the
opportunity to earn an officer's commission in two
years. The deadline for this year's class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
weeks' summer camp, for which you'll be paid
approximately $500. And that's not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you've
ever been in.
Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
back to college with a full two-year scholarship.

Last Call
foral9yearold
Clemson

Sophomore
to become a
21 year old
Army Officer.

CLEMSON, S.C. — If you've heard
reports that "science" has developed
super oil-eating microbes to clean up
ocean oil spills, don't breathe a sigh of
relief...yet.
Steven Hayasaka, a microbiologist at
Clemson University, says the oceans do
contain oil-degrading microorganisms —
hundreds of them — but the bugs are very
picky eaters.
Specific oil-degraders will attack only
specific kinds of oil, and only under certain
environmental conditions.
Hayasaka says "seeding" oil slicks in
the ocean with bacteria may one day be a
feasible way to help clean up oil spills, but
the technique is a long way in the future.
He says the source and exact chemical
composition of the oil must be known, as
well as '.he temperature and salinity of the
water. Then, the specific bacteria who
enjoy dining under those conditions must
be found — if they exist.
Once the right microbe has been found,
the would-be oil slick seeders have another
problem on '.heir hands. As the oil breaks
down, it may go through several stages
which are even more toxic to marine life
'.nan the original petroleum itself.
All these ifs, ands or maybes leave
Hayasaka a little skeptical about the value
of using oil-eating bugs to clean up spills.

He is interested in the hydrocarbor
degraders because of their ability to act as
sensitive indicators of oil pollution in
otherwise clean water.
Hayasaka says the presence of large
numbers of oil degrading microbes in
water is a sure sign there is some oil
spillage somewhere, and the bacteria are
easier to monitor than the chemical
composition of the water itself.
Hayasaka began studying hydrocarbon
degraders while al Oregon State
University. He was part of a team which
recorded the normal microbial activity of
the Beaufort Sea in Alaska prior to completion of the Alaskan oil pipeline.
Future monitoring of the oil-degraders
in the Beaufort Sea will be checked against
this "baseline" information Hayasaka
helped gather.
He hopes to obtain similar baseline data
on the South Carolina coast, especially
since exploratory offshore oil drilling may
begin in the South Atlantic within a few
years.
Hayasaka has done some preliminary
work on the South Carolina coast in
cooperation with the state Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department.
He found substantial numbers of oileating bacteria only in Charleston Harbor
and other busy port areas where oil
seepage is commonplace.
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For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
ArnwROTC
IWlear Program.

OAPT. BROWN
Mareh 25,1977

Learn what it takes
to lead.
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Equal Rights Amendment:
Misconceptions
cloud future
The proposed Equal Rights Amendment
would become the 27th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution if 38 states ratify it by
March 22, 1979. Its weight lies in the
concept that sex should not be a factor in
determining the legal rights of men and
women.
Because the amendment is concerned
with legal rights, it would affect only
governmental actions; the private
relationships of men and women would not
be affected. Under ERA women would
receive new responsibilities as well as new
rights.
The Equal Rights Amendment would not
nullify all laws distinguishing on the basis
of sex, but would require that the law treat
men and women equally. For example,
alimony,; child support and custody laws
would not be invalidated, but where
alimony is limited to women, men would
become eligible under the same circumstances as women. The welfare of the
child would be the criterion for child
custody.
Special restrictions on property rights of
married women would be invalidated.
Married women under ERA would be able
to engage in business as freely as men and
manage their separate property such as
inheritances and earnings.
The Equal Rights Amendment would
restrict only governmental action and
would not apply to purely private action. It
would not affect private employment; it
would prohibit discrimination by government as an employer — federal, state,
county and city. One of the largest group of
employees affected would be teachers,

professors and other employees of public
schools and state institutions of higher
education. It would require equal pay tor
equal work only for employees of government.
The ERA would prohibit restriction of
public schools to one sex and it would
prohibit institutions from requiring higher
admission standards for women (or men,
in case discrimination exists).
The ERA would affect Social Security
benefits. The ERA Would extend to
widowers of covered women workers the
benefits now provided only to widows of
covered men workers. For example,
widowers with minor children would
receive a benefit based on their deceased
wife's employment under the same circumstances a widow with minor children
would receive.

"Because the effort was maae,
some of these things might pass.
You might get the results of the
ERA without the ERA."
—Dr. Edwin Coulter
Associate Professor of
Political Science
Under ERA, women would be subject to
jury service and military service under
the same conditions as men. Women with
children in their personal care could be
excused from either obligation just as men
could be under the same circumstances.
Being subject to military service would not
necessarily mean that they would have to

serve in all assignments any more than all
men serve in all assignments. Women
volunteers would have to be admitted
under the same standards as men; they
now have to meet higher standards.
The ERA would invalidate laws
prescribing longer prison sentences for
women than for men for the same offense
(or vice versa, if such exist), different
ages for treatment as adults for purposes
of criminal law, and laws permitting
imprisonment of women who have not
committed any offense. It would require
equal opportunity for rehibilitation, including access to treatment for drug addiction and alcoholism. It would not affect
laws relating to rape.

ERA is considei
this week.
Pinder and te
report on

1

Psychologically and socially, ERA will
directly affect only women's legal rights.
It would not affect the social relationships
between the sexes.
- The major opposition to ERA consists of
those who argue that women would have to
give up more than they get under ERA.
Opposition groups include the Stop ERA
Committee, HOW (Happiness of Women),
AWARE (American Women Are Righly
Endowed), the John Birch Society, the
States Rights party, the American
Independent party, the Communist Party
and the Ku Klux Klan. Their questions
include those of mothers being drafted,
rape being made legal, and unisex
restrooms.
Congress now possesses the power to
include women in any military conscription. ERA would not limit that power
of Congress. However, under the Military
Selective Service Act of 1967, only male
citizens must register for the draft. The
amendment would require that this law, or
any subsequent law concerning military
and-or alternative national service, be
extended to women equally.

Equal Rights Amendment status
Needed to ratify 38

I

The Equal R\

"Section 1. Equality of rights\
abridged by the United States <

"Section 2. The Congress she
propriate legislation, the provik

"Section 3. This amendment
date of ratification."

Women would be allowed to volunteer
for military service on the same basis as
men. Women would also be entitled, as
men now are, to reap the benefits which
flow from military service. These include
educational benefits of the GI bill, medical
care in the service and through veterans'
hospitals, job preferences in government
and out, and the training, maturity, and
leadership provided by service in the
military itself.
As for direct combat, less than one per
cent of those men eligible for the draft are I
assigned to combat units. Studies have]
shown that almost nine out of 10 jobs done |
in the service are no-combat jobs.
The amendment will not invalidate lawsl
which punish rape, for such laws arel
designed to protect women in a way that I
they are uniformly distinct from men.l
Laws which are based on a unique physical I
characteristic of one sex — whether!
criminal laws concerning rape or civill
laws governing medical payments forj
child birth — will continue to be valid.
Under two legal principles, restroomsl
would not become one-sexed. The power ofl
the state to regulate cohabitation andl
sexual relations of unmarried persons, andl
the constitutional right of privacy!
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What's the future?
Personal conflicts continue
in S.C. slate house
matures Editor Barbara
res writer Jeannie Stowe
e proposed amendment.

fghts Amendment

under the law shall not be denied or
pr by any State on account of sex."

p have the power to enforce, by apsions of this article."

\hall take effect two years after the

(enunciated by the Supreme Court in 1965)
would permit separate sleeping and
bathing facilities in public institutions
such as colleges, prisons, mental care
facilities and military barracks.
ERA would not destroy the family
structure. It would only declare women
full persons under the law. It would
recognize a housewife's contribution as a
financial resource to the home by not
taxing her half of the estate when her
husband dies. Married women would have
the right to establish credit, own
businesses, control property, and sign
contracts. It would extend alimony
benefits to members of either sex,
depending on need and ability to pay. It
would establish during probate, equal
rights for both parties holding a joint
husband-wife bank account.
A legal status would be provided by ERA
t to guarantee women equal treatment and
consideration in all areas of life as a man.
Equal pay for equal work, the right to
work overtime, the right to serve on juries,
the right to receive the same penalties as
males when violating the laws, and the
right to establish a business, become
guarantors, enter into contracts and administer estates would be granted to
women.

Even if many people don't know much
about what ERA is and how it will affect
them if it is enacted, everyone seems to
have formulated some type of opinion on
the issue.
Both on campus and off, there are both
men and women who are either in favor of
the amendment or are violently opposed to
the issue. It appears that more men in prominent positions around our country favor
the amendment. Now you may be asking
yourself why the amendment has not been
passed. Although there are prominent people who favor the amendment, these people are influenced by the number of
responses that they receive from various
citizens. Additionally, there seem to be a
great many people who are violently opposed to the proposed amendment. They
think that this legislation is the radical
paperwork of women from the National
Organization for Women (NOW). And
there are always the people who do not
know enough about the issue at hand but
oppose it anyway because they are afraid
of losing their present rights.
One prominent person on the national
scene that is in favor of the amendment is
former President Ford who said, "In 1970,
on the floor of the House, I said that the
Equal Rights Amendment was an idea
whose time had come. Today I want to
reaffirm my personal commitment to that
amendment. The time for ratification of
the Equal Rights Amendment has come
just as surely as did the time for the 10th
amendment." Ford made this statement
on Women's Equality day in August 1974.
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm said,
"As a black person, I am no stranger to
race prejudice. But the truth is that in the
political world I have been far oftener
discriminated against because I am a
woman than because I am black." She
made this statement in May 1970 before
the Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
According to South Carolina's own
Senator Strom Thurmond, "This amendment would not downgrade the roles of
women as housewives and mothers. It
would confirm women's equality under the
law and would uphold a woman's right to
choose her place in society ... I want my
daughter Nancy Moore to grow up with a
full guarantee to every right and opportunity that our great country provides
for all its citizens."
Senator Edmund Muskie, a Democrat
from Maine said, "Most of us have not yet
said to women that we agree with their
demands, that they should have the same
chance we have, that they are not secondclass citizens but full partners in the common enterprise we call America. Only we
say that can we ensure the future of
freedom."

Many people will hesitate to back the
Equal Rights Amendment because their
particular church or religious affiliation
does not favor the amendment. Actually,
this is somewhat of a misconception — a
great many religious organizations and
priests are not against the amendment.
Pope John XXIII said, "Women are now
taking a part in public life ... since women
are becoming more conscious of their
dignity, they will not tolerate being treated
as mere material instruments but demand
rights befitting a human person both in
domestic and in public life."
Although the former pope made this
statement in Pacem in Terris, no official
Catholic position exists on the ERA but individual Catholics and some Catholic
organizations have taken a broad range of
positions on the ERA.

"This amendment would not
downgrade the roles of women as
housewives and mothers. It would
confirm women's equality under
the law and would uphold a
woman's right to choose her place
in society."
—Sen. Strom Thurmond
Sister Carol Coston of a national
organization of Catholic sisters working
for social justice, points out that "as
women who have embraced an alternative
life style that has long been honored in the
church, we are keenly aware of the need to
sustain and support the rights of women to
make choices without arbitrary legal impediments based on sex."
An instructor with the Washington
Theological Consortuium, James Jennings
said, "I support ERA because it will be an
important and necessary step in allowing
both women and men to achieve their full
potential. The growth and development on
the part of both husband and wife can only
have good effects on family life."
"I believe that the ERA will allow
women complete legal equality without infringing on their private lives of family
relationships. I think our country needs the
resources of women and therefore should
not inhibit their potential by any legal
discrimination." This statement was
made by John J. Egan, director of the Institute of Pastoral Ministry at Notre Dame
University.
One major point brought up by Sister
Mary Tobin, associate director of Church
Women United, was the fact that more and
more women are becoming heads of
households. She said, "It would help provide equal pay for ever larger numbers of
women who are heads of families."

Welfare is another aspect of the ERA
bothering many people. According to Dr.
Nancy Campbell, visiting professor of law
at Catholic University, "ERA has no provisions that might be harmful, to people on
welfare. Welfare laws do not contain sex
discriminations. In sofar as it would have
any effect at all, it would be helpful,
because some provisions of the Social
Security Act are at present
discriminatory." An example of this is if a
woman dies or retires today, her widower
is not automatically entitled as a dependent to his wife's benefits. Under ERA he
would be.
"I support the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment because the present
dual system of legal rights discriminates
against half the population of America,"
said Rev. Joseph Francis of the Romar
Catholic Church.
Other Christian organization within
South Carolina also support the ERA.
The Rt. Rev. George M. Alexander,
bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Upper
S.C. stated, "Although I have in my mind
still some reservations about the possible
implications of the ERA, I feel free to support the bill because of the worthwhile
things I see in it. I hope, therefore, that it
will pass the legislature in South Carolina
and that this state will stand with those
which have already ratified the amendment."
"As a Christian, I support the Equal
Rights Amendment because it will free
men and women from artificial barriers
and enable each person to develop the
potential which God has placed within us.
Let the power of the Spirit direct what we
shall be and not the laws of men." So said
Dr. CM. Johnson, pastor of Majority Baptist Church.
Former S.C. Governor John West, who is
also a Presbyterian elder, said, "The goal
of equal rights for all citizens is deeply ingrained in the very fiber of American principles and ideals. The Equal Rights
Amendment is not only consistent with
those ideals and principles; it is, in fact, a
part of our basic heritage of human
fairness and dignity. As governor — and as
a concerned citizen of South Carolina — I
ani committed to the passage of t his most
important amendment to the U.S. Constitution."
The Rev. L.D. Johnson, chaplain of Furman University, said, "I support the ERA
because, as a Christian, I cannot accept
any form of discrimination, whether
because or race, sex, age, religion, or station in life."
continued to page 12
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Equal Rights Amendment
continued from page 11
On the other hand, Susan Delony,
associate dean of students at Clemson,
feels that if the proposed amendment were
enacted, it would not affect her as such.
"Over a period of time, the amendment
would affect women but it would have no
immediate effect. I get the same pay now
as any man in an equivalent job ... I don't
feel discriminated against."
Delony added that a change has got to
come eventually but that people have got
to look and see what they are trying to add
to the constitution before they rush in and
add a new amendment." She also believes
that some sex discrimination does exist
but no formal policies or laws will change
this apparent discrimination.
Jo Ann McNatt, assistant professor of
French feels that the ERA was a good idea
but "not necessarily for me." McNatt added that laws on the books now give more
freedom to women and other minorities.
Additional laws can cause a change, she
added. "A lot of this problem stems from a
certain amount of ignorance and emotionalism about the issue. Some people feel
that if they are religious and belong to a
church, they are afraid to speak up for the
ERA if the people in their particular
church are against ERA."
But McNatt stated mat while there is not
much hope for the amendment in South
Carolina, people can write to their
senators and let mem know how they feel.
"Their views could influence bow the
various senators and bouse representatives vote on the amendment.''
Another female educator, Beverly
Bookmyer, associate professor of physics
and astronomy, is in favor of ERA. She
said that she is not discriminated against
on campus but she has had some ex-

periences with discrimination elsewhere.
"I know of women on campus who are
discriminated against."
Bookmyer added that many women in
insurance companies are discriminated
against. "Within the same office, they
could be seated next to a man who makes
money.
"When I was first a Ph.D., I was applying for a position in Texas through correspondence. Later, when I called the
company to confirm the job and get loose
ends tied up, they said that I could not have
the job because I was a woman."
"Women in this area are more dependent on men and do not care about job opportunities for women because they are
not concerned with careers," Bookmyer
added.
Also against the Equal Rights Amendment is Harriet Holman, an English professor at Clemson. Holman said, "It is a
bad law with a good cause. I suspect that
women would lose as much as they would
gain by enacting the amendment. I have
had to fight to get where I am now, so I am
not one of the sentimental ones who sits at
home and is against the ERA." Holman
maintains that the present legislation that
now protects women would be abolished if
the new amendment were ratified in South
Carolina.
One interesting point Dr. Holman
brought up was the issue of women's
dower rights. At the present time, a man
cannot sell his house without the consent of
his wife. He must have her written permission. Holman feels that many needed this
protection and if the amendment were
ratified, women would lose their right to
own a house. This would affect what would
happen to the children in the marriage.

The president of the League of Women
Voters in this area, Sharon Fennel, said
that the projections for the ratification of
the amendment are not too good at present. She added that many senators would
not vote for the issue because they are
afraid of losing support from their particular voters in the sections of South
Carolina the represents. "It is just too hot
an issue for many.
"It is also a big misunderstanding and
an emotional argument that carries a lot of
weight. Many feel that relations between
men and women in a marriage cannot be
affected and legislated by the law," said
Fennel.
Fennel said that there are many laws
across the nation definitely discriminatory
against women. "If it is killed in one house,
there is not much of a chance that the law
will come up next year. Most likely, they
will have to wait until there is another election of officials.
"The crazy thing is that many feel
strongly about the draft issue within the
amendment." According to Fennel, a
great deal of people are worried that
women will be drafted and go into combat
if the ERA is ratified. But, Fennel said,
"Congress now has the right to draft
women before the ERA is even added to
the constitution. Now, only one percent of
the population actually goes into the combat zone and of that one per cent, all potential fighters have to pass a test that many
do not even pass." She was also not very
optimistic about South Carolina's ratifying
the proposed amendment because South
Carolina did not ratify the women's voting
law until the mid-sixties, even after it was
added to the constitution as an amendment.

A Roper Poll was taken in June 1975 and
showed some astounding statistics. The
sample, though small (2,004 persons), is a
representative cross-section of the adult
population of the continental U.S. Results
showed that 61 per cent favor ERA: 20 per
cent are opposed; 19 per cent have mixed
feelings about it. When Roper asked the 39
per cent of the sample who did not favor
ratification, either by negative feelings or
ambivalence, this is how they responded to
some basic opposition statements:
"Because men and women are inherently different, women shouldn't have the
same rights as men." Only five per cent
agreed.
"Women would be under the same
responsibilities as men: the draft, jury duty, paying alimony if they earn more than
their husbands. Women shouldn't be subjected to these responsibilities." Only
eleven per cent agreed.
"Equal rights for women could eventually end up destroying the institution of marriage and family life." Only 14 per cent
agreed.
According to this poll, ERA has the most
support among the young, blacks, liberals
and singles. Additionally, interviewers
found strong ERA support among the affluent and college-educated.
One interesting fact that the poll pointed
to was that men favor ERA more than
women — they back it four to one.

DON JONES STEREO
Downtown Clomson next to Morgan's Flowers
Hrs. M-F 12-6 Sat. 11-5

654-4732

STEREO System Special of The Week.
KENWOOD KA-3500 amplifier
40 watts per channel minimum, RMS at 8 ohms from 20
Hz to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.2% total harmonic
distortion

$

KENWOOD KD-2055 TURNTABLE

$14995

15995

belt-drive with new ARCB base

LS-403 8" SPEAKERS
with two-way parted cabinet

Audio Techina AT PRO 11E cartridge
List Price
Sale Price

$

170°P?
$
3495
$51495
$415°°

All Audio Techina Headphones Are Now 1/3 Off
KENWOOD KT-5300
TUNER
List $130.00 Now on sale at

01

$100
PageTwekt

Four other locations:
Pruitt Shopping Center, Anderson, Greenwood, Greenville, Spartanburg.
We service all major hi-fi brands.
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Diagnostic computer system helps physicians
By Margaret Callison Pridgen
Science News Service
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.-Development
of a new computer-based system for
diagnosing heart disease that is potentially
more accurate than the electrocardiogram
or any other single test was reported here
this week (March 16) at a meeting of the
Association for Advanced Medical Instrumentation.
The new automated diagnostic system
may one day be a routine part of all
physical examinations. It was developed
at Clemson University by R. Larry Dooley,
a recent graduate of Clemson's Ph.D. program in bioengineering.
Dooley says the computer system will
help physicians diagnose heart disease by
analyzing the complex relationship among
75 indicators of heart health.
"If calculated by hand, the analysis
would take a physician two or three hours
to complete," says Dooley.
He devised a computer program which
can do the job in seconds, so the system
can be used routinely to screen large
numbers of potential heart attack victims.
According to Barry Sauer, Dooley's major professor at Clemson, the automated
diagnostic system is potentially a tremendous advance over current methods of
diagnosing heart disease. Electrocardiograms by themselves often do not provide enough information for a positive
diagnosis, he says.
"The most accurate of all the cardiovascular measurements to date is the
selective coronary angiography," says
Sauer, "where dye is injected into the
arteries of the heart itself and x-rays are
taken to study the actual configuration of
the heart.

"This technique requires, in essence, a
major surgical procedure. There is considerable risk involved and it cannot be
done on a routine screening basis."
The new automated diagnostic system
developed by Dooley uses a computer to
correlate 65 measurements from four standard tests now in use by cardiologists. The
tests are performed safely outside the
body and can be given simultaneously in 15
minutes or less.
They are: the electrocardiogram (ECG)
which measures the heart's electrical impulses; the phonocradiogram (PCG)
which measures sound impulses; carotid
(neck) pulse; and respiration rate.
Also considered by the computer are patient variables or risk factors, including
age, weight, sex, race, smoking habits and
five others.
The new system was proven by Dooley to
be 99.4 per cent accurate in selecting patients with coronary artery disease from a
control group of normal individuals.
Tests were conducted during 1975-76 on
approximately 170 persons at Greenville
General Hospital. Data collected at the
hospital were sent via telephone to the
computer facilities at Clemson, some 35
miles away.
Using a technique called pattern
recognition, Dooley says the computer
selected the approximately 40 patients
with heart trouble.
The patients previously had been
diagnosed as having coronary artery
disease by a variety of methods including
heart x-ray. Some had a history of heart
attack.
Dooley, now continuing his research at
Mississippi State University, says the
automated diagnostic system is about 18

months away from actual clinical application.
He says the next step is to test the
system on a broader clinical basis "to
determine its sensitivity to other types of
cardiovascular disease," and to refine further the "software" or programming
segments of the computer system.
He also wants to find out if the very early
stages of heart disease can be detected
with his system.
"The indications are that problems can
show up earlier with this system," says
Dooley,
Dooley is also developing a small
microprocessing unit, a mini-computer.

which can be mounted on a portable cart
along with the testing equipment. This unit
would allow physicians to test and
diagnose for heart trouble on the spot in a
matter of minutes.
Dooley says the bedside unit, when it is
developed, will probably cost between
$20,000 and $25,000.
"Any medium-sized, 200 to 300-bed
hospital could afford sue a unit," he says.
Dooley says he can supply the software
for hospitals which might have the computer capability to do their own
calculating. However, he says the complete bedside unit will be the most feasible
approach to implementing his system.

French
continued from page 8

Robe added, "This was an attempt to
make a class of conversation more real "
Before the dinner got underway, all the
guests mingled and drank sherry to warm
themselves up for the food. Among the
distinguished guests present at this dinner
were Dr. Stewart, head of the French
department. nis daughter and Gil Underwood, who is the English cousin of Barbara
Pinder. Gil, who speaks fluent French enjoyed helping to prepare the dinner.
Acting as a French housewife as supervisor of the entire event, Naureen Perry
was able to reserve the two rooms and
basement kitchen in Manning. She was

also able to get enough silverware and
plates to feed about 25 hungry people.
The president and vice-president of the
French Club were in charge of procurring
the wine for the great feast. As it was a
major event, they chose to purchase Gallo,
1977 and Almaden blanc, 1977.
These two classes have also taken a
French tour of the Clemson campus under
the direction of Bruce Gorlay. In the
future, they have planned an historical
tour of PencQeton and a spring picnic. At
all of these events, French is the only
language spoken.

Eat
In
TAKE A BREAK-DINE IN

and

LUNCHEON
SPECIAL

Take
Out

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
•FRESH TOSSED SALAD
CHOICE OF DRESSING

•SHORT SANDWICH
(YOUR CHOICE)

•LARGE ICED TEA

A* Chanclo's
Only*1.69
HOURS 11:30 A.M. TILL 1:30 P.M.
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STUDENT NIGHT
from 5-11 p.m. every Tues
$
Get a Large
3.79
$
Medium ••••.... 2.79

or
Small Pizza — s1.79
(with any combination)
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entertainment
is the star attraction for a show Saturday,
April 2, at 8 p.m. in the Municipal
Auditorium. Terry Bradshaw, the Pittsburgh Steeler quarterback who doubles
as a country music singer, will be a supporting act.
Chuck Mangione will perform Tuesday
night, March 29, at 8 p.m. The show is at
Symphony Hall.
The Great Southeast Music Hall and

Atlanta offers concerts
Many students who have sorely missed
concerts at Clemson in the last few months
may turn their sights toward Atlanta in the
remaining weeks of the semester for some
varied musical presentations.
Atlanta, always a stop for big name
entertainment, will live up to its reputation
by presenting such acts as Led Zeppelin
and the Grateful Dead in the coming
weeks.
- Led Zeppelin, considered by some to be
the best rock band in history, will present a
show at the Omni April 23. Tickets went on
sale Monday morning and sold out in three
hours. If you are a real fan, however,
tickets are always available the day of the
show, for the "right" price.
The Grateful Dead will present a concert
at '.he Fox Theater ADI-H 19. Tickets are
$5.50. $6.50, and $7.50. Additional information on this concert and most others can be
obtained by calling either the Omni at
(404) 577-9600 or Alex Cooley Promotions
at (404) 873-4181.
America, the soft-rock band, will
present a show April 12 at the Omni.
Burton Cummings, formerly of the Guess
Who and recently of individual fame, will
be !he opening act.
The lady whom many would pay just to
see, Olivia Newton-John, will bring her
voice and beauty to the Fox Theatre April
18.

Al Stewart, brother of Rod Stewart and
popular singer in his own right, is
scheduled for a show April 9, at the Civic
Center.
Comedian George Carlin will bring his
own unusual style of humor to the Fox
Theatre April 2. Further information can
be obtained by calling (404)881-1977.
Engelbert Humperdinck, the British
singer adored by millions of American
women, will give two shows this Friday,
April l, at the Civic Center. Performances
at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
Stan Kenton, the jazz immortal, will lead
his band in a concert Saturday, April 2, at 8
p.m. in the Municipal Auditorium.
A "Keyboard Colossus" will take place
Sunday, April 3, at the Fox. The event will
feature 30 musicians, 14 grand pianos, the
large Miller organ, and a harpsicord. The
show, which benefits the Fox Preservation
Fund, will involve mostly light classics,
including pieces by Percy Granger,
Johann Strauss, John Phillip Sousa, Scott
Joplin, and the popular P.D.Q. Bach.
The Atlanta Jazz Fair will be held April
10 a! the Omni. The marathon event will be
headlined by Donald Byrd, Melba Moore,
Roy Ayer's Ubiquity, Minnie Riperton,
Walter Jackson, Ramsey Lewis and
Norman Connors.
Kitty Wells, "queen" of country music,

Emporium will present several well
known musicians soon. Darryl Rhoades &
the Hahavishnu Orchestra will perform
March 24-26. Jonathan Edwards will be
there March 27. The Earl Scruggs Revue
will present their unique brand of music
April 8 and 9. The comedy duo of Cheech &
Chong will perform April 14-16. And
finally, Red, White and Blue Grass will
entertain April 21-23.

Cinema scenes surveyed
To those who choose not to venture away
from the foothills of the Carolinas, movies
in Clemson, Anderson and Greenville
provide both entertainment and disappointment occasionally.
FELLINI'S CASANOVA (R)—This
partly-stylized paean to the joylessness of
sex should be the acid test of devotion for
!he director's fans. It's visually interesting
bu! dramatically sterile.
FUN WITH DICK AND JANE (PG)—
"Against the system, anything goes" is the
moral of this immoral comedy which is
more fun than funny. Segal and Fonda are
good individually, but not as a team.
MARATHON MAN (R)—First-rate"
high tension thriller stars Dustin Hoffman,
Laurence Olivier, and Roy Scheider.
NETWORK (R)—Writers bite the
medium that weaned them, occasionally
taking their outrageousness too seriously,
but drawing great performances from
William Holden and Fave Dunaway.

ROCKY (PG)—A heavyweight champion of a movie, about what a shot at
success does for a man (Sylvester
S'.allone) and what love does for a woman
(Talia Shire).
SILVER STREAK (PG)—Colin (Harold
and Maude) Higgins goes off the shallow
end with a weak screenplay that combines
adventure, romance, unfunny comedy and
unmysterious mystery in a moderately
entertaining film,
A STAR IS BORN (R)—The StreisandKristofferson chemistry works better than
the scrip!. There's a lot wrong with the
picture; but if you like love stories, you
ought to love it.
TWILIGHT'S LAST GLEAMING (R)—
Bur! Lancaster plays a nuclear blackmailer in an exciting liberal-slanted
suspense yarn which will entertain you—if
you can overlook the basic plot flaw.
WIZARDS (PG)—A film deep into scific, which a futuristic fantasy that shows
influences of Tolkien and Disney.

NEXT WEEK 110 PEOPLE
WILL SAVE 20% ON THE BEST SELLING SPEAKER
IN THE COUNTRY — ADVENT.
It's been 8 years —
why hasn't Advent
had a sale?
This is the first sale on the Advent
loudspeaker in their 8 year
history! When the Advent speaker
hit the market, the initial
response was astounding — totally unlike anything before or since.
In Stereo Review, 1970, Julian
Hirsch wrote
"It's sonic character was very
smooth, balanced, and easy to
listen to. The extreme low bass
reproduction sets the Advent
apart from anything else in its
price class."

Since then you, the
consumer, have
consumed!

We're excited at the Music
Machine!

FIRST — Because we've always adOver half a million Advents
mired and recommended Advent.
have been sold. That's easily SECOND — Now they're a better value
than ever.
the most on record and
Advent has held the number
one spot in numbers of speakers
sold for the past two years.

109
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DON'T BE #111
Only *27 Down — 6 Mos. Free Financing
-3 LOCATIONS.

. music*
machine
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GREENVILLE
1001 N. Pleasantburg Dr. (Near Wendy's)
PHONE 232-8171

ANDERSON
4024 Clemson Blvd. (At Hwy. 28 Over-Pass) • 224-2584

GREENWOOD
201 Hampton Ave. • 229-6406
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Technics
by Panasonic

SIGMA TAU EPSILON offers free tutoring In courses
taught In the colleges of liberal arts and sciences every Monday night from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. in 415 Daniel.
NEED AN APARTMENT for this summer? I need a roommate to share H60 rent. Nice, furnished, private bedroom.
Call 654-5739 nights. Townhouse Plaza, one mile from campus.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA Initiation and Banquet will be
held on Monday. March 28. at 6 p.m. In the Student Union
Ballroom. All students who have a meal ticket, please bring it
with you.

LOOKING FOR an MBA PROGRAM? See our ad in this
issue. The University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill. N.C.
THE SOCIETY for Advancement of Management is having
a social Wednesday. Mar. 30. at 8 p.m. in the Alumni Center. A
small assessment for members and their guests will be charged. Southern Comfort punch will be served.
FOR SALE: Phase Linear 2000. Pre-amp w/case. New
w/full warranty. Call Ric. 654-5834.

FOUND: Sumter High School Class Ring - 1974 —Size 5 V
Call 656-6390 If lost.

AGRICULTURE DAY. Saturday. March 26. from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. In front of the P and'A Building and adjacent to Barre
Hall. Displays by the various clubs in the college of
agriculture. Public Is invited. Free of charge.

f

ANNOUNCING
Sponsored by

CAMPUS CAMERA
PRIZES TO BE AWARDED

AT WITS END? Don't miss the Stress Seminar April 6—
several qualified people from different disciplines will speak
on the causes and cures of stress. Registration blanks are
available in the Psychology Dept. office — 102 Hardin Hall.
Registration fee of SI includes two sessions — 3:30-5:30 and 7-9
with refreshments to follow.

FOR SALE: Schwlnn Continental 26-inch men's 10 speed
bicycle. 14 months old. In excellent condition. Asking S75. Call
7711.

PHOTO CLUB meeting March 28 at 7 p.m. Room 12.
Brackett.

The Chronicle is coming.
Look for it.
Head Bands, Combs, Barrettes,
Sun Glasses with Sun-Sensor Lenses,
New Spring Shades"of Make-Up

fTlERLE noRmfln COSmETIC STUDIO

College Ave.

Downtown Clemson

MAKER'S DOZEN
IKERY

You just ran out of excuses.

1st. CATEGORY - SONY AM FM RADIO
2nd. CATEGORY - COMMODORE|
CALCULATOR
3rd. CATEGORY - POCKET CAMERAi
OUTFIT

CATEGORIES
1. CAMPUS LIFE
THIS CATEGORY MIGHT INCLUDE
SHOTS OF DORM LIFE, SPORTS,
SOCIAL EVENTS, OR CLASSROOM
ACTIVITIES.
2. CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
THIS CATEGORY COULD INCLUDE
SHOTS OF FRIENDS, PROFESSORS,
OR ANY INTERESTING PERSON.
3. TECHNICAL OR GLAMOR
OPEN TO ANY PHOTOGRAPH NOT
INCLUDED IN ABOVE
CATEGORIES. Any photo which
celebrates the beauty of a person or object.
EVALUATION
EVERY ENTRY WILL BE
EVALUATED USING FIVE
CRITERION
1. SUBJECT INTEREST
2. COMPOSITION
3. LIGHTING
4. CREATIVE TECHNIQUE
5. VISUAL IMPACT
RULES AND REGULATIONS
K" ONTEST IS OPEN TO ALL CLEMSONl
NIVERSITY STUDENTS, FACULTY."
ND STAFF WHO HAVE A CURRENTL
I.D. CARD AND WHO DO NOT MAKE A|
LIVING BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
|0NE PRINT PER CATEGORY BE SUB
MITTED PER PERSON.
|ALL PRINTS MUST BE SUBMITTED Toj
|CAMPUS CAMERA BY 5:00 P.M. APRIlJ
22,1977.

ADJACENT

of Delicious Donuts. l TO HARDEE'S
This Coupon Worth
coupon per person.
in the
C ON A BAKERS Good through April Shopping Mall
DOZEN (13)
2nd. Clip and save.

KAWASAKI
OF
SENECA

WINNERS WILL BE POSTED IN THE
WINDOW OF CAMPUS CAMERA ON|
APRIL 25, 1977. WINNERS WILL ALS
BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE OR MAIL.
^WINNING PHOTOS WILL BECOME THEl
■PROPERTY OF CAMPUS CAMERA AND|
WILL BE DISPLAYED IN THE CAMPUS!
CAMERA GALLERY.
ALL OTHER PRINTS MAY BE CLAIM
ED AFTER APRIL 25,1977.
ONLY PHOTS TAKEN BY THE EN
TRANT ARE PERMISSIBLE.
CAMPUS CAMERA ASSUMES NOj
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOSS OR
DAMAGE OF PHOTOS SUBMITTED.
THERE WILL BE ONE WINNER AND
FOUR HONORABLE MENTIONS PER
CATEGORY.

882-6787

Campus Camera
UNIVERSITY SQUARE

Seneca Plaza

• 302 SENECA RD.

March 2S, 1977

^

FIRST ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST

LOST BOOK: Industrial Marketing by Hill. Alexander, and
Cross. Reward offered. Blue with Gold Letters. Call Bill, 6566465.

THE CLEMSON RIDGE RIDERS motorcycle club is having a poker run Sunday, Mar. 27 at 1 p.m. Registration will be
in the parking lot next to the Astro III theater. Trophies will be
awarded. Fee - 52.00.
THINKING OF changing your major before prereglstration? Want some help in deciding? Come to the Counseling
Center. 200 Tillman Hall or call 2451.

THE PEOPLE for Clean Environment will sponsor a
meeting on Sun., March 27, at 12:30 p.m. at the Holtzendorff
YMCA. Bret Bursey from GROW (Grass Roots Organizing
Workshops), a Columbia-based group, will present a program
and film on nuclear energy safety, and GROW's involvement
In this area. Faculty and students are invited to attend.

v:
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the tiger
Would the ACC be Chicken to let Carolina
back in the league?
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the first of two
articles concerning expansion of the ACC
and its possible consequences.
by Chick Jacobs
In the ACC circles, there is a fairy tale
that is often told. It goes like this:
Once upon a time, long, long ago, there
was a magic chicken. This chicken was
magic because it could talk. In fact, it
usually talked too much for its own good.
This chicken was not the only animal
able to talk in this magic kingdom, though.
There was also a talking tiger, wolf, terrapin, tar heel, and many other mythical
characters. They all joined in a group and
played games with each other. Everyone
was happy in accland for many years,
even though the animals from the North
part of the land usually won all the games
of hoopball.
As time went on, the chicken decided
that he would become the best hoopball
player in the land. The chicken got a very
good coach and some good players and,
sure enough, he began to beat the teams
from the North. The fact that the coach
and all of the players talked funny and
sometimes got into fights in the game
didn't bother the chicken. He was winning.
Finally, the chicken became so good at
hoopball that he decided to be the champ of
accland. All the animals had a big game in
the kingdom's capital of Greensboro.
Many of the animals lost and had to go
home. In the end, only the tar heel and the
chicken were left to play to see who was
the best. The tar heel and the chicken tried
very hard, but on a magic play the chicken
was able to pull the game out in the end.
The chicken was the best hoopball
player in accland. He had all the publicity,
prospects, and a very bright future. Many
of the subjects in the South part of the
kingdom saw the chicken as the leader for
the future. It sure wouldn't be that tiger.
Alas, the days of the chicken as a leader
were numbered. The rulers of the kingdom
of accland made a decree that all those
who would play hoopball, kickball, and all
the other games that the animals enjoyed
would have to be able to do more than
simply play the game. They would have to
have intelligence.
The animals all had mixed reactions.
The little blue devil and the cavalier said
that it didn't matter to them. The tiger
growled a little and acquiesed. The terrapin kicked a couple of chairs and went
along with the new law. Only the chicken
refused.
The chicken felt that it shouldn't have to
have players that could do anything but
play a game. Studying might detract from
their playing.
There was a clear choice for the
chicken; either he could go along with the
rest of the animals and have the necessary
standard for his players, or he could leave
the» magic kingdom. Acquiesence or
banishment, the choice was his.
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"Who cares about the other animals; I
can take care of myself," clucked the
chicken. I'm king of hoopball in this land.
The rulers can go jump in a lake. I don't
need them."
So the chicken announced that he was
going to leave the magic kingdom of accland. The other animals were not happy
to see him go, even if he did get on their
nerves at times. However, they closed
ranks and kept the kingdom going.
In time they began to notice that things
went easier without the chicken. Their
games of hoopball had to have some rule
changes because there were only seven
animals now, but all in all accland was
happier. The animals were able to split the
tax money from the admiring subjects
seven ways instead of eight. The chicken
was missed, especially by the tiger who
liked to play hoopball with him, but accland was none the worse for the chicken's
rash action.
The same could not be said for the
chicken, though. Following his banishment
from accland, the chicken began to notice
some of his magic power fading. His good
players went on to better things, and new
ones could not be found. The chicken's
record in hoopball began to slip.

Trailing
The
Tiger
The adoring subjects who were proclaiming the chicken as the next hoopball
king in accland began to desert the
floundering fowl. His great hoopball arena
began to lose money. Even though his
kickball team was doing rather well, the
chicken was in trouble in sports.
The chicken realized that he would have
to do something to get his sports back into
good shape. He looked upstate and saw
that the tiger that he was so used to kicking
around in hoopball was now an opponent
worthy of national competition. The other
animals of accland were also thriving. The
magic power was still there. However, it
was all but gone from the chicken. His
once-proud crow had fallen to a mournful
cluck.
He decided to try to get back into accland. The tiger said that he would be happy to see what he could do, especially now
that he could play hoopball. But even with
the tiger's support, forces within; the
chicken would not allow him to get back in.
These forces, called trustees, listened to
the kickball part of the chicken's teams
and refused to try to get in accland. Hoopball would have to wait.
Finally, the chicken became so
desperate that he finally decided to beg the
other animals to let him come back. Much
to his chagrin, the other animals of accland refused to do so. "We're talking to a
turkey right now," they sneered. "After

THE LAST TIME the Gamecocks and the Tigers got together in Littlejohn, the
teams were composed of individuals long gone from college basketball. Tom Riker,
Dave Angel, Danny Traylor, Terrel Suit, and of course Kevin Joyce all played back
then and Tree Rollins and Nate Davis were still in high school. Next year, after a
lapse of five years, the Tigers and Chickens will meet again. Whether or not USC will
be back in the ACC is another matter.
all, we've got a yellow jacket to consider.
You turned your back on us; now we'll turn
our back on you. If we let all of you in, our
kingdom will be so full of animals that
there won't be enough magic to go
around."
So the chicken was forced to sell his
hoopball arena, watch kickball, and live
with his memories of the brief time that he
was champ in accland before his big beak
got him in trouble.
The moral: If you're a chicken, don't
start crowing off at the beak so much or
you'll soon be a turkey that has to eat
crow.
Fables are great for children and for
those who don't know how to say what they
mean. However, the matter of allowing a
school to re-enter the Atlantic Coast Conference is not something to make light of.
From an economic standpoint, the conference teams are making money while
USC is losing it in basketball. USC coach
Frank McGuire has stated that he would
like to get back into the conference, while
some officials in the ACC have stated that
they would fight to the end to keep the
Gamecocks out.
To readmit a team which has dropped
out of the conference may be considered in

two trains of thought. The first, followed
by those seeking the Gamecocks' readmission, is that the conference is big enough to
overlook past differences or to welcome a
"wavward son" home.
The other is that readmission would set a
dangerous precedent. If allowed to occur,
other teams might follow USC's lead and
drop the conference whenever they didn't
like a rule of the ACC. Also, some feel a
measure of satisfaction in watching the
Gamecock basketball program wither as a
result of USC's leaving the ACC.
No matter which mode of thought one
might follow, it seems obvious that the
university should not be considered for
readmission until the Trustees of USC
themselves are certain of the move. At
present they are divided, part backing
Coach McGuire and basketball, and part
supporting Coach Carlen and the claims
that football is better off as an independent. Until this devisiness is settled, there
would be little gained by other schools
seriously considering readmission.
If indeed Carolina does want to rejoin
the ACC, their presence would make for
more exciting basketball for the conference, and more money for USC. If they
are let back in remains to be seen.
Next week — Virginia Tech and Georgia
Tech. Will the ACC become the Big 10 of
the East?

The Tiger

sports
Baseball undefeated,
ranked third in nation
The baseball Tigers' annual spring road
trip could be summed up in one phrase
spoken by Baptist College coach Bill Bustle after being defeated 8-0: "The Tigers
are some kind of great team."

the Bulldog game, the score was 0-0 until
the Tiger sixth. Second baseman Bill
Wingo scored what proved to be the winning run on a wild pitch. The Tigers added
five runs in the seventh and two in the
ninth, while allowing the Bucs only three
singles, to defeat Baptist 8-0.

Even though the Tigers, under head
coach Bill Wilhelm, didn't go to Florida
during spring break but stayed in the
Carolinas instead, the result was similar to
road trips in the past: the Tigers hit when
they had to, pitched well when it was
necessary, and generally wreaked havoc
on other teams' records.

The next game against the Bucs would
have also been a 0-0 tie if the game hadn't
gone to the sixth. The Tigers got two runs
in their half of the sixth, with the help of
some costly Buc errors. An insurance run
was added in the ninth. The Baptist College got only one run on four hits. Mike
Sullivan picked up his second win of the
year and Dave Woessner got the save.
Before going against Francis Marion
College, the Tigers received some good
news; they were the third best collegiate
baseball team in the nation. In the first
sportswriters' poll taken in the season,
Clemson was ranked only behind the
University of Texas and Arizona State.
Teams behind the Tigers were CaliforniaFullerton and Eastern Michigan.

Coach Bill Wilhelm watches...
High points of the road trip included a
no-hitter, several home runs, a handful of
shutouts, a few massacres, and eight wins
on the road. In addition, the baseball
Tigers were selected as the third best collegiate baseball team in the nation.
The Tigers opened the long road stand in
Charleston with a game against The
Citadel. Coach Wilhelm stated that he expected the game to be close and it was for
eight innings. In fact, there was no score
for six innings.
Clemson opened a three run lead in the
top of the sixth. Left fielder Dave Caldwell
sent the first pitch of the inning over the
right field wall. Then Bill Foley, the
Tigers' All-Everything catcher, hit a triple, and freshman Bill Schroder brought
him home with a home run in the power
alley.
The Bulldogs closed the gap in the bottom of the seventh with a forced-in run and
a wild pitch. However, the Tigers put the
game away in the top of the eighth with
two more runs which scored on a high
relay pitch to first. The crowd of 1800 at the
game then saw Tommy Qualters pick up
his first save of the year as the Bulldogs
managed only one hit against the Clemson
relief pitcher. The Tigers won the game 52.
Following a rainout of another game
against The Citadel, Clemson traveled 20
miles north to play the Baptist College.
Baptist was 5-0 before the series . having
defeated eighth-ranked USC earlier in the
year. Following the series with Clemson,
the Bucs were 5-2.
Despite the fact that the pitcher, Ron
Musselman, wasn't supposed to pitch that
day, the Tigers crushed Baptist 8-0. As in
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Despite the national ranking the Tigers
had one of their toughest games thus far
against the Francis Marion Patriots.
Clemson found themselves trailing 5-3
after three innings. It took a four run outburst in the fourth to put the Tigers on top
to stay. Bill Foley's two-run double
highlighted the surge. Neither team scored
again in the game. Horace Schmitt picked
up his first win of the year in a relieving
role.
The next game, against UNCWilmington, provided Clemson with the
only no-hitter of the trip. Freshman Brian
Snyder gained his second win of the
season. He struck out nine Seahawks and
walked only two batters. Following the second walk in the fourth, Snyder and the
Tigers didn't allow another Seahawk to
reach base for the remainder of the game.
Clemson, in the meantime, was pounding Wilmington's pitching staff for eight
runs. The Tigers got on the board with an
unearned run in the second and added four
runs in the fourth. Bill Foley got his third
home run of the season to lead the fourth
inning massacre.
The second game against Wilmington
was little better for the Seahawks. Randy
Quintrell gave up four singles and allowed
no more than one baserunner in any one inning while going the distance for his fourth
win.
The Tigers scored early, gaining their
first run in the first inning. The winning
run of the 4-1 decision was scored in the
third, thanks to a pair of Wilmington errors. The remaining Clemson runs were
scored in the fifth.
Clemson opened its ACC competition
and ended its road trip with a pair of
games in Winston-Salem against Wake
Forest. The Tigers took both, including a
wild 13-12 hit parade.
The game opened with a double by first
baseman Steve Nillson, who scored when
left fielder Dave Caldwell hit his fourth
home run of the season. After the Deacons
tied the score, Clemson blew the game
open in the third and fourth as Bill
Schroder, Bill Foley and third baseman
Pete Peltz knocked in two runs apiece. By
the middle of the fifth, the Tigers were sitting on top of an 11-2 bulge.

...as another Tiger runner rounds third base on the way to score. The
Tigers used some clutch hitting late in the game by Bill Schroder to pull
out a sweep over Toledo. Clemson will entertain Lewis University this
weekend and will host the Gamecocks next Monday.
However, the Deacons came back in the
bottom of the inning. They scored six runs,
a combination of three hits, two walks, and
three Tiger errors. Two home runs by the
Deacs in the seventh gave them four runs
in the inning and twelve in the game. By
then, though, Clemson had gained two
more runs to ice the game at 13-12.
At present, the Tigers are batting .294 as
a team, as compared to .189 for their opposition. They have hit 15 home runs and
have 120 RBI's going into the Toledo
series, while opponents have managed only six and 39 respectively. In addition, the
pitching staff has a combined ERA of 2.02

as compared to opposing pitchers' record
of 6.42, and the Clemson pitching staff has
hurled five shutouts.
Leading the Tigers in various categories
are shortstop Robert Bonnett in hits, at
bats, and RBI's; Dave Caldwell and Bill
Foley in home runs with five; Steve
Nilsson in walks with 14; and BUI Schroder
in strikeouts with 17.
The leaders in the pitching staff are Ron
Musselman for most complete games and
most strikeouts, three and 38 respectively;
Dave Woessner in lowest ERA with 1.26;
and Tom Qualters and Ron Musselman in
most games pitched with six.

^Mi6 &)^J4ert6 fcjeautif J^awn
Bring A Friend And Get Your Hair Cut.

AT 1/2 PRICE
We're on 123 East near the Dairy Queen
Students call for an appointment 654-4219

THE BEANSPR0UT
Shakti Shoes and Sandals
Natural Cosmetics
Nutritional Snacks
Backpacking Dinners
Kefir & Yogurt
Nuts & Dried Fruits
behind Robin Hood Wool

COLLtP ST.
CLlhSOH, St.
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Atlanta Motocross—action
By Nat Padget
Associate Editor
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to a large
number of students at Clemson who have
an interest in motor sports, the Tiger will,
from time to time, present articles concerning auto and motorcycle racing.
"That was the most exciting thing I have
ever seen! I've never cheered as much as I
did tonight." These were the comments of
just one of the over 45,800 people who
witnessed a unique event in Atlanta
stadium. That event was a motorcycle
race.
^he Superbowl of Moto- cross South, held
in Atlanta stadium March 5, was the
kickoff race for the American Motorcyclists Association's Supercross series.
The series includes races at Daytona and
Los Angelos, and a purse of over $250,000.
The playing field in Atlanta stadium
looked very different from the green turf
'.he Falcons and Braves play on. Truck
loads of specially prepared dirt were
brought in to make hills, jumps, and turns
for the racetrack. The highlights of the
! rack was a goal-post jump. Riders had to
climb a small hill on the track and leap
'heir bikes through the uprights of a
football-type goal post on the track. Many
of the riders were disgruntled about this

part of the track and 35 of them threatened
to packup and go home if it was not
changed. As a result, the goal post was
lowered and the races went on as
scheduled.
There were eight races during the night,
with only the last one paying prize money.
The other races were qualifiers for the
final. The large crowd, which came
despite light rain, was on its feet for most
of the evening cheering on favorite riders.
A! times the crowd noise was so deafening
that the sound of the motorcycles was
completely drowned out.
the riders in the Superbowl race were 80
of the best riders in the country, such as
Jim Pomeroy, Bob Hannah, and Tony
DiStefano. Most of the riders are twenty
years of age, or younger, and many of
them hail from the state of California. All
of them have to be in excellent physical
conditioning to survive the punishment
they receive on the racetrack.
Despite what is said about the dangers of
motocross racing, the riders say that
serious injuries on a professional track are
rare. "We wear about as much gear as a
football player," stated one rider.
Helmets, shoulder pads, leather pants,
high lop boots, and face masks are only
par! of the geat that a motocross rider
wears. "The most dangerous part of the
course are the long straights. That's the
Padget

only place where you're going fast enough number of fans.
The superbowl of Motocross South will
to get really hurt."
The high point of the Superbowl of return to Atlanta stadium next year. If this
year's event was an indication of things to
Motocross South was the final race. This
come, the Superbowl race could become a
race determined money winnings for the
permanent event in the southern racing
evening, and it was here that those riders
see ne.
who qualified wanted to do their best. Gary
Semics led the firs! half of the final race
until his powerful Kawasaki seized its
engine and put him out of the homey. From
then on, the race became a free-for-all
affair between Bob Hannah, on a Yamaha,
and Jim Pomeroy, riding a Honda. The
Sports Schedule for March 25-31
lead changed many times, and the crowd 26.. Baseball vs. Lewis College
2 p.m.
was on its feet with excitement. Pomeroy
Lacrosse vs. The Citadel
1 p.m.
seemed to have the race won on the last lap
until he bogged his engine only 10 yards
27.. Baseball vs. Lewis
2 p.m.
from the checkered flag. Hannah told the
Lacrosse vs. Hope College
2 p. m.
checkered flag and the crowd roared with
approval.
28. .Baseball vs. South Carolina
3 p.m.
Pomeroy's mistake cost him over $700.
"It was just one.of those things," he 29.. Baseball vs. South Carolina
3 p.m.
shrugged as he signed autographs for a
Men's Tennis vs. UNC
2:30 p.m.

Sports Briefs

the ***
tiger W*
sports shop

Padget
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Looking for an MBA Program?
The program at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill has an excellent national ranking.* Why?
A distinguished faculty, an outstanding student body,
an innovative curriculum, and a reputation for quality
among employers. For additional information write:
MBA Program
The University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
Carroll Hall 012-A, Drawer 625
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
* The Cartter Report on the Leading Schools of Education, Law, and
Business.
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105 Sloan St.
Downtown 654-1719
Here are a few "sale" prices
Puma Basket reg. '26.58

now '19.95

Adidas Country

'24.95

Adidas Nite Jogger

'26.95

all nylon jackets ft warmups 25% off
Onitsuka Tigers, white leather, now '26.95
We Have The Outstanding TRED 2 Tennis Shoes
In Men's and Women's Sizes - '24.95
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Tigers drop soccer
final in Dallas
ByFredToulmln
Photography Editor
Over spring break the Clemson soccer
team journeyed to Dallas to participate in
the Mr. Pibb Super Eight Soccer Tournament. Other teams invited to play were Indiana, Hartwick, Quincy, Penn State,
Simon Fraser, Southern Methodist University and North Texas State. The field was
strong with three of the four teams that
went to the NCAA Nationals and two of the
four teams that went to the NAIA nationals
entered. Clemson advanced to the finals
against Simon Fraser, the NAIA champions, and lost in a tiebreaker.
The eight teams were divided into two
groups of four teams each. Each team was
guaranteed to play two games and points
would be awarded to each team depending
on the outcome of the game.
The points system was borrowed from
the North American Soccer League. The
winning team was given six points for the
win and one point for each goal they scored
up to three. The losing team was just given
one point for each they scored up to three.
Teams that tied were awarded three points
each. The two teams with the most points
at the end of two days play would meet
each other in the finals.
Clemson's first opponent was Quinct,
third-place finisher in the NAIA nationals.
The defenses for both teams played very
well in the first half as neither team could
score. In the second half Quincy scored
their only goal. In a 25-minute span Clemson scored five goals. Final score of the
game was Clemson-5, Quincy-1.
In the second game in the Tiger's
bracket, Indiana beat Hartwick 2-1.
In the second day's play, Clemson met
Hartwick, the defending Super Eight
champion. Again in this game neither
team scored in the first half. In the second

half, however, Clemson wore them down
and scored three goals for a 3-1 win, thus
gaining revenge for their loss in the Super
Eight finals to Hartwick a year earlier. In
the second game in their bracket Indiana
and Quincy battled to a scoreless tie.
Clemson went into the finals against
Simon Fraser, the winner in the second
bracket. Simon Fraser scored the only
goal in the first half. In the second half the
Tigers scored twice and held a 2-1 lead until the 82nd minute of the game.
With eight minutes left to play, Maxie
Headley, the Clemson goalkeeper, was
ready to punt the ball away. The official
called a foul on Headley for taking too
many steps with the ball. The goalie can
take a maximum of four steps with the ball
and the official said Headley took six.
Simon Fraser was awarded a free kick and
scored on it. The game ended in a tie and
was decided by a tiebreaker, also borrowed from the NASL.
The tiebreaker is a series of free kicks
taken by each team. The ball is spotted 35
yards away from the goal and the player
has five seconds to dribble in closer and
shoot with only the goalie to try and stop
him. Each team is given five tries with five
different players. Simon Fraser scored
once; Clemson didn't score at all.
Commenting on the game, Coach
Ibrahim cited the call on Headley for taking too many steps as being a critical factor in their loss. Ibrahim said, "Headley
only took two steps with the ball and
anybody who can't tell the difference between two and six steps is crazy." He also
said, "The officiating is 100 years behind
the game."

Despite the loss to Simon Fraser,
Ibrahim and the Soccer Tigers were pie;
ed that New York papers were saying
pie should be imitating Clemson soccer n<
criticizing it.

STARTS FRIDAY-MAR. 25
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Netters enjoy very good road tour
"I knew that we had the potential, but I
didn't know just how well we would do. I
think that we have established ourselves
as a very good tennis school, at least in
Florida."
Coach Mary King's women tennis team
impressed many Florida teams during the
spring break. The team, in only its second
year of varsity competition, cut a swath
through the Sunshine State. They won
matches against eight colleges and lost
only one. Many of the wins were by very
lop-sided margins.
"Florida is rated as one of the best areas
for tennis in the nation," Coach king
remarked. "We did rather well in winning
as many games as we did. We underrated
some of the schools down there. There
were some that were really good."

Whether or not they were really good
didn't seem to deter the lady Tigers.
Starting with a 9-0 win over Jacksonville,
they defeated other teams by margins
such as 9-0 and 8-1. The only loss, coming
at the hands of South Florida, was a 1-8
affair.
Besides the improvement on their
record (at present 13-1), other advantages
came out of the long trip. "We grew a lot as
a team," King stated. "The girls became a
lot closer. Team spirit was better on our
team than it was on any of the other teams
that we faced. We were behind each other
100 per cent."
There were many individuals on the
team that had outstanding records on the
trip. Linda McLosky has a record of 12-1 in
singles, and 23-1 overall. Libby Cooper
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clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-3230
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recovered from an injury that she suffered
earlier in the year at Charleston. Her
record in the second seed spot is 9-2.
"We're still a young team," confided
King. "We play four freshmen and one of
our players is a transfer student. Vickie
Eynon is just a sophomore."
The difference of this year's team and
last year's may be seen in the Tigers'
performance against Georgia. "We lost
last year to Georgia, 8-1, and this year we
beat them 6-3.1 think that our team really
is that improved over the year, and we
have a lot of potential for the future."
How well the Tigers will do in the future
may be shown in an upcoming match
Friday at South Carolina. The lady Tigers
next home match will be against
Presbyterian College in April.
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Plus Special On Schlitz.. .350 All Week!!
Also, We Now Have A New Stereo System
For Your Listening Enjoyment

FOUR PAWS
University Minimall

Starts March 24 thru 31
Shows at 7 and 9
Adm. '2.00

THERE MUST FOREVER DE A GUARDIAN AT
THE GATE FROM HELL...

ONE
WEEK
ONLY
SHOWS:
7:00
AND
9:00

WM
SHE WAS YOUNG
SHE WAS DEAUTIFUL
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UNIVERSITY
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astro 3 theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670
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CHRIS SARANDON ■ CRISTINA HAIMFS
I MARTIHBAUAM-JOHNCARRADINf^/

COMING TO THE ASTRO 3, FRIDAY, APRILS.

A RALPH BAK.SHI FILM

Next: The Pink Panther
Strikes Again
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Bengal Ball Weekend
(April 14-16)
Hartzog & Hardin defines Bengal Ball Weekend as: 1. An annual spring festival generally
held in the month of April, which features something for everyone, including crafts, contests,
games, music and refreshments. 2. A celebration of the sun. 3. A blowout weekend sponsored
by the University Union, in conjunction with the Tiger football team, the IFG and Clemson
University professors.

This year's Bengal Ball weekend schedule includes:
Thursday 4/14
Bottom Dollar in the Gutter Coffeehouse, 9:00 p.m.

Saturday 4/16
10:30 Dixie Skydivers, Bowman Field (weather permitting)
12:00

Orange/white game

Friday 4/15
2-6

"Celebration of the Sun," "Y" Beach, featuring

"Playing on the Lawn,"

Mission Mountain Wood Band from Missoula,

crafts & music on the lawn of

Montana, games, other competition.

Calhoun mansion, noon-6 p.m.

4:00

Dixie Skydivers "drop-in"

Bottom Dollar in the Gutter Coffeehouse,
9:00

8:00 p.m.

Bottom Dollar in the Gutter Coffeehouse
and lots of sun all weekend!

Edgar's, 5-12 p.m.

$

2.00 admissiony beer, and soft drinks for "Celebration of the Sun" Food can be purchased.
Tickets must be purchased in advance at the Union Info Desk — limited to first 1700
persons, two tickets per I.D., none will be sold at the gate. Refunds for bad weather Info Desk, Monday, 4/18 See You There!

